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01. Introduction 

Is Neighbourhood our home and the streets that surround it? 

Is Neighbourhood made up of the buildings, the places and the people?

Is Neighbourhood a destination we regularly visit?

Is Neighbourhood the journey in between?

How do we define our neighbourhood? 

This tool helps us to have conversations and explore different aspects of our neighbourhood. 

It can help identify our experiences that support communities with the material, social and less tangible

aspects of neighbourhood. However, it’s likely we all view our own neighbourhoods differently. This might

include where you think it physically is or its social aspects.



The following exercise can be used as an icebreaker, and it can be an individual or group activity. 

Sit in a circle and ask each other questions, or group words and ideas under some headings. 

Build a character profile for our neighbourhood that helps find common ground about the area. And don't

worry about complexity, it makes for better stories! 

In the next page is a simple outline that we can use to start building our neighbourhood character profile,

and some prompts for initial questions.

02. In the hot seat



What would we, as our

neighbourhood, have to say about

ourselves? 

What would be interesting and

special about our story? 

What memories do we have? 

Imagine our neighbourhood, however

we choose to define it, had a

personality, a back story and we have

the opportunity to embody it:

Use this space to sketch your ideas and notes



Neighbourhood is not just a physical place, it is made of social connections too. When mapping our

neighbourhood it is important that we put on the map all the local people who connect communities. 

This can include local residents, or a list of people that make life easier, from the postie to the librarian, to local

business owners to volunteers. 
This exercise can help us create our initial neighbourhood portrait gallery of the people who mean community
locally.
The template in the next page is useful to start sketching our ideas of who this gallery should feature.

03. Portrait Gallery



Use this space to sketch your ideas and notesUse this space to sketch your ideas and notes



04. Building Our Map

The following sections are inspired by the Place Standard Tool categories. In the OCN simplified version of
the Place Standard Tool - suggested after completing this tool - we will have an opportunity to assess and
rate these same aspects. At this stage, however, it is important to understand what makes a neighbourhood
and how we can define these categories to reflect our personal experience and our community. These
exercises are a chance to map what is local to us, where initial gaps can be identified, and to reflect on what
makes a neighbourhood distinctive and unique.



What spaces are there?
What is our connection to them? 
How do they connect people to each
other? 
Are they well used? Are they
accessible? 
How do we travel in between?

Let's think about the outdoor spaces
that are in our neighbourhood, how we
use them and how we travel between
them.

Outdoor spaces and how we move around

Moving around
Public Transport

Traffic and Parking
Streets and spaces

Natural space

Sketch and scribble



Buildings and venues we spend time in

Play and recreation
Facilities and amenities

Work and local economy
Housing and community

 

Use this space to sketch your ideas and notes

What spaces do we use
regularly?
What is our connection to them? 
How do they connect people to
each other? 
Are they well used and
accessible? 
Is there an adequate provision of
necessary services?

Think about the spaces in our
neighbourhood where we are likely to
spend most of our time. 

Sketch and scribble



What are they?
Who leads or organises the groups?
How do they make us feel part of our
neighbourhood?
How do they encourage diverse
representation in our neighbourhood?

There is a good chance that our
neighbourhood could already have some
things in place that support and connect
us socially.

How we feel about our neighbourhood 

Identity and belonging
Influence and sense of

control
Feeling Safe

Use this space to sketch your ideas and notes

Social interaction

Sketch and scribble



What creates a strong sense of
connection in our neighbourhood?
How does creativity encourage a
sense of community locally?
Are there unique geographical
feature that define our
neighbourhood?

Neighbourhood is not just about
material and social aspects. Sometimes
connection stems from something
intangible or a shared sense of identity.

What makes our neighbourhood unique?

History/Heritage
Identity

Arts and Culture
Sports

Industry
Geography

Use this space to sketch your ideas and notes

Sketch and scribble


